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We report on the design, fabrication, and analysis of a light-driven micromotor. The micromotor was
created from a nanoporous polymer with close-packed gold nanoparticles which generate heat by
absorbing light. The blades of the micromotor were curved, forming convex and concave sides.
Upon lateral irradiation, by geometric effect the convex side transfers more photon-generated heat
to the surrounding gas molecules, causing a convective motion of gas and leading to the rotation of
the micromotor. The light-driven motions of gas molecules were analyzed using molecular
dynamics modeling. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3431741�

Recent studies demonstrate that light is a promising
power source to actuate small machines.1,2 Operated by the
intake of photon energy and the subsequent discharge of
heat, light-powered actuators require no peripheral elements
to sustain mass flows or electric charges. This simple mecha-
nism promotes system miniaturization and simple power de-
livery, which are important to many advanced applications
for biomedical, mechanical, and aerospace engineering.3–5

Invented in the 19th century by Sir William Crookes,
Crookes radiometer, also known as the light mill, was the
earliest light-powered rotating machine �Fig. 1�a��.6,7

Crookes’ light mill has a four-vanes rotor, which is asym-
metrically colored; each vane of the rotor is dark on one side
and bright on the other. The rotor is mounted on the tip of a
needle for minimum friction and is sealed in a glass con-
tainer of partial vacuum �0.1–1 Torr�. Upon irradiation, the
vanes rotate with the dark sides retreating from the source of
light. The cause of rotating motion is gas convection induced
by different rates of photon heating at the different sides of
the vanes; the dark sides, which absorb more photon energy,
generate more heat to the surrounding gas molecules than the
bright sides. This asymmetric photon heating leads to a tem-
perature gradient in the gas across each vane, inducing the
convention of gas molecules which drives the rotation of
rotor.

The principle of light mill can be applied to develop
light-powered micromotors for devices in a narrow internal
space. For example, for advanced cardiovascular imaging, a
light mill can be installed inside a catheter ��2 mm in di-
ameter� to drive a rotating micromirror that directs a near-
infrared laser to scan the internal wall of coronary artery
and receive information about the spatial distribution of car-
diovascular tissues or the accumulation of athermanous
plaque.8,9 The rotation speed of the micromirror should be at
least several hundreds revolutions per minute �rpm� for mini-
mal measurement time. An electric micromotor can generate

the required rotation; however, it is undesirable to apply
electricity inside the coronary arteries, for a leaked voltage or
an electrostatic discharge, which is common in electric mo-
tors, can disrupt the heart. The light mill is unique for this
type of application when electricity or fuel is not appropriate
to power the device due to safety concerns.

However, the light mill has never been used for a micro-
motor but remains an educational tool for a century after
being invented; in spite of the advanced technology of mi-
croelectromechanical system and nanofabrication,3–5 the
original Crookes mill is hard to miniaturize; it requires pat-
terning distinct material �optical� properties at the specific
locations within a very thin, three-dimensional space.

We created a high speed, miniaturized light mill with a
homogeneous optical property �Fig. 1�b�; for the fabrication
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Illustration of Crookes radiometer; �b� the created
light mill at the tips of tweezers; �c� SEM image of closely packed gold
nanoparticles on the porous light mill blade; �d� illustration of asymmetric
irradiation on the light mill, which rotates in the indicated direction; and �e�
simulated rates of light absorption by the convex and concave surfaces at
each blade vs the light mill rotation angle �; integrating the areas below
each curve shows an approximately doubled rate of heating at the convex
side compared to the concave side.
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process, see supplementary material, Ref. 10�. It has an axi-
ally asymmetric rotor with four blades; each blade is curved,
forming a convex and concave sides. Upon lateral irradia-
tion, this geometry causes different rates of photon heating
on the two sides of the blade; the absorption by the convex
side is higher than twice the absorption by the concave side
�Figs. 1�d� and 1�e��. Consequently, the convex side of the
blade transfers more heat from light to surrounding gas, lead-
ing to a temperature gradient across the blade for driving the
gas molecules, which force the rotor to rotate.

The rotor is uniformly coated for light absorbing. The
rotor was made from a microporous polymer, which has
interconnecting pores less than a micron in sizes. This poly-
mer reacted with a precursor which produces metallic gold,11

forming closely packed gold nanoparticles �diameter
�50 nm� in the micropores �Fig. 1�c��. Coated with nano-
particles, the rotor became uniformly dark and strongly light
absorbing due to electrodynamics interactions among closely
packed gold nanoparticles.12,13 Having a large internal sur-
face for heat transfer, the micropores with gold nanoparticles
become an efficient light-powered heater for the surrounding
gas molecules.

Supported by a jewel bearing in an irradiated glass
vacuum chamber, the rotor spins rapidly with the convex
surfaces retreating from the source of light �see Fig. 2 and
accompanying online video�. Data from an optical motion
sensor shows that the rotation speed varied from several hun-
dreds to thousands of rpm, depending on the light intensity
and also on the degree of vacuum �Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. For
white-light illumination, the rotation speed was maximized
at about 400 mTorr, corresponding to a mean free path
�MFP� of air of 130 �m.14 Because the light mill ceases to
spin at lower pressure, we conclude that the observed rota-
tion does not stem from Yarkovsky effect, namely, the recoil
momentum from thermally irradiated photons.15 The experi-
ment result is, however, consistent with the calculation by
Albert Einstein, who concluded that the net-force exerted on
a light mill is from heat-induced gas momentum and is maxi-
mized when the MFP of surrounding gas becomes compa-
rable to the thickness of the blades of the light mill, which is
75 �m in this case.6

Heat generation by the gold particulate coating is much
more efficient than regular dyes. Electromagnetic modeling
�Fig. 4�a�� from our previous publication demonstrates the
efficiency of absorption by the closely packed nanoparticles
as follows:16 while individual gold nanoparticles absorbs

strongly at the wavelength near 540 nm,17,18 the absorption
by close nanoparticles is drastically enhanced and expanded
from the visible to near-infrared region �540–2000 nm�; this
enhancement stems from an electromagnetic interaction
among the electrons at the surfaces of irradiated metallic
particles.12,13 This electromagnetic interaction, which is
known as plasmonic coupling effect, leads to accumulated
electromagnetic energy in the spacing among nanoparticles,
multiplying the light absorption by nanoparticles and by the
gas molecules within interparticle spacing.19 Details about
experimental and theoretical investigation of enhanced light
absorption by fluidic molecules among close-packed metallic
nanoparticles are given in our previous article.16 The density
of accumulated photon energy �in watt per cubic meter� is

FIG. 2. �Color online� In experiments, the light mill rotates with the convex
surfaces retreating from the source of lateral irradiation �enhanced online�.
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3431741.1�

FIG. 3. Experimental data showing �a� light mill speed vs irradiation inten-
sity at a constant pressure �400 mTorr� and �b� light mill speed vs pressure
at a constant irradiation �1.2 mW /cm2�. Each error bar indicates standard
deviation of five measurements.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Different modeling results: �a� accumulation of pho-
ton energy among close gold nanoparticles with interparticle space equals
1 nm; the field enhancement shows the ratio of enhanced energy density to
the incident light; the arrow indicates incident electric field; �b� heat-induced
gas momentum at 400 mTorr �highlighted by white arrows�; the color map
indicates gas temperature �high and low�; �c� simulated collisions encoun-
tered by a surrounding gas molecule at 10 mTorr; and �d� at 1000 mTorr; the
unit of axes is mm; the circular boundary defines a isothermal wall at which
gas temperature remains constant �at 25 °C�.
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significant. For example, upon irradiation, the energy density
in the interparticle spacing exceeds a hundred folds the en-
ergy density of incident light when the interparticle spacing
is below 5 nm; this magnification exceeds 1000 folds when
nanoparticles contact each other. Accordingly, besides re-
ceiving heat from the gold particles through heat transfer
�conduction or radiation�, gas molecules absorb photon en-
ergy directly from inside the interparticle spacing, which has
high density of electromagnetic energy. The close-packed
nanoparticles thus become an efficient light-powered heater
for the surrounding gas molecules.

The light-driven motions of gas molecules are analyzed
using molecular dynamics modeling for rarefied gas, the di-
rect simulation Monte Carlo method. Detail about this mod-
eling is in Refs. 20 and 21. The calculated result �Fig. 4�b��
shows that when a temperature gradient is established in the
gas across the blade �with gas molecules at the convex side
hotter than the concave side�, this gradient generates a flow
of heat-induced momentum �in kilogram meter per second�
which forces the gas molecules to drive the light mill. At
each individual blade, the flow of the induced momentum is
from the concave �cooler� side to the convex �hotter� side.
This result explains the observed rotating direction of the
light mill �opposing the momentum flow� based on Newton’s
third law; the rotor is driven by a recoil momentum from the
gas molecules.

To investigate the importance of temperature gradient
across the blade, we used the same model for analysis upon
a uniform cross-blade temperature, which equals the convex
�hotter� side temperature from the previous simulation. The
calculated result shows a weak and discontinuous momen-
tum flow opposing the momentum flow from the previous
simulation; the driving momentum induced by uniform heat-
ing on the blade is slightly against the observed rotation.
This reversing effect is surpassed once the light-induced tem-
perature gradient across the blade rises. This result shows
that the shape-induced asymmetric photon heating at the
blades is essential for the observed light mill rotation.

The effect of gas pressure to light mill rotation is inves-
tigated by molecular dynamics as well. The gas pressure de-
termines the rate of collisions �in 1 /m3 s� among gas mol-
ecules. Under a low pressure, such as below 50 mTorr
�MFP�1 mm�, a gas molecule may travel across the turbine
experiencing no collision �Fig. 4�c��. The molecule move-
ment under such pressure is nearly random and is inefficient
to develop a continuous momentum flow to sustain light mill
rotation. Under a lower pressure, there are also fewer gas
molecules to drive the light mill. Contrarily, when the pres-
sure is higher than 1 Torr �MFP�75 �m�, frequent mol-
ecule collisions confine a gas molecule to a narrow region
�Fig. 4�d�� and randomize the transport of heat-induced mo-
mentum, breaking the continuity of the induced momentum
flow; the flow of momentum is especially discontinuous at
the edges of blades, which are wider than the MFP of gas
molecules. The optimized driving momentum takes place
when the density of collisions is moderate; high enough to
transport the momentum but low enough to yield sufficient
mobility for gas molecules. The simulation shows that the
pressure leading to optimized heat-induced momentum flow,
which exerts maximized torque at the light mill, is about 400
mTorr �Fig. 5�; the result is consistent with the experimental
data.

In summary, we have created a light mill with curled
blades, which are homogeneously coated with dense nano-
particles for enhanced light absorption. This axially-
asymmetric shape leads to asymmetric photon heating, cre-
ates a temperature gradient across the blade, and results in a
forced circulation of the gas molecules that drive the light
mill. The working principle of the light mill was investigated
by molecular dynamics modeling, which gave results consis-
tent with experimental data. The simplicity of this light mill
promotes the development of light-powered motors of small
dimensions, such as nanometer size. Nonetheless, larger light
mills of same design can be developed for different applica-
tions, such as solar energy harvesting.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Simulated torque exerted by the circulating gas mol-
ecules at different gas pressures.
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